
Cyber security recruitment.        
-- 

Not a game you can  
afford to lose.

Cyber security, information risk management, business protection. The terminology  
may change but Acumin remains a constant: a trusted cyber security industry partner  
in permanent and contract recruitment, and global executive search. The biggest  
companies in the UK and across the world choose us, because when it comes to  
security there’s no room for compromise.  
+44 (0)203 119 3333  |  vacancy@acumin.com  |  www.acumin.com
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Our resumé – results, reputation, relevance…
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N   .1                  Quality over quantity
We don’t measure our success by the number of candidates 
we put forward. What matters is how many are successful,  
and our interview-to-placement ratio is unrivalled. 

Networks and relationships
Our networks in the cyber security industry have been  
building for almost two decades – 50,000 strong and still 
growing. We know who the good people are, and they  
know us. It’s our strong relationships with clients and 
candidates that deliver the results, quickly and precisely.  

Experience counts
The information security market has been through many 
iterations, and there are more to come. Our 20 years  
recruiting exclusively in this market speaks for itself:  
all cyber disciplines, all over the world.

Partners not suppliers
A successful recruitment experience starts well before  
the job specification is written. We’ll spend the time to 
understand everything that’s relevant – the design of  
the job, the specific technical requirements, the cultural 
context. Because getting the right people in good time  
is all that’s important.

International reach
Cyber security is a close-knit global community, so our 
international reach with a personal touch is an ideal 
combination. We understand the nuances of the markets  
in Europe, Asia-Pacific and the Americas and how to  
approach each one of them. And that makes all the  
difference in the world.

What our clients say

“ Acumin have placed more than 95%  
of all my vacancies and are my default 
‘go to’ supplier of IT and Cyber Security  
recruitment services.”   
CISO, global financial services organisation

“ Acumin’s industry knowledge and  
networks within the cyber security  
market are extensive and their ability  
to engage and excite these networks  
about your organisation’s opportunities 
is second to none.”   
Trend Micro, Global COO

“ …Acumin Consulting save me the 
legwork of explaining prescriptively  
what I am looking for in a candidate; 
they understand the Information Security 
and Risk landscape thus expediting the 
recruitment process. I know I can go to 
Acumin and be provided with an honest 
dialogue into my resourcing requirements 
…Acumin are my first port of call for 
infosec recruitment.”   
Chris Hodson, Head of Security / CISO

“ I have found Acumin to be very 
responsive to my requirements and 
very knowledgeable about the place we 
operate in. I like very much the 1 to 1 style 
of engagement and the quality of tech 
candidates put forward.”  
NTT Com Security, CEO

@acumin Acumin-Consultingcompany/acumin-consultingAcumin Consulting Ltd

Acumin in numbers:

But that’s enough about us…
How can we start helping you with your recruitment needs?  

Every successful recruitment search starts with a conversation, so to speak to one of  
our senior team please call +44 (0)203 119 3333 or email vacancy@acumin.com 
To find out more about Acumin Global Cyber Security Recruitment visit www.acumin.com

40,000+
Database of 
experienced 
IT Security 
candidates.

20+
Security organisation 
partnerships made 
including ISSA, ISC2 
and CREST.

6,500+
Database of UK 
Security contractors  
available.

200+ 
Roles filled  
each year.

3,500+
Passive candidates who are 
active members of our own 
RANT Events, London’s 
leading security forum.


